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Abstract—In order to supervise the security of a large infrastructure, the administrator deploys multiple sensors and intrusion detection systems on several critical places in the system. It is easier to explain and detect attacks if more events are logged. Starting from a suspicious event (appearing as a log entry), the administrator can start his investigation by manually building the set of previous events that are linked to this event of interest. Accordingly, the administrator attempts to identify links among the logged events in order to retrieve those that correspond to the traces of the attacker’s actions in the supervised system; previous work is aimed at building these connections. In practice, however, this type of link is not trivial to define and discover. Hence, there is a real necessity to describe and define formally the semantics of these links in literature. In this paper, a clear definition of this relationship, called contextual event causal dependency, is introduced and proposed. The work presented in this paper aims at defining a formal model that would ideally unify previous work on causal dependencies among heterogeneous events. We define a relationship among events that enables the discovery of all events, which can be considered as the cause (in the past) or the effect (in the future) of an event of interest (e.g., an indicator of compromise, produced by an attacker action). This model is gradually introduced and defined by merging two previously defined causality models from the distributed system and operating system research areas (i.e., Lamport’s and d’Ausbourg’s). Our model takes into consideration heterogeneous events that emanate from different abstraction layers (e.g., network, system, and application) with the main objective of formally defining a causal relationship among logged events. Thereafter, we show how existing implementations separately allow the computation of parts of the model. Finally, we describe the implementation and assessment of the model according to real attacks on distributed environments and its accuracy to extract all causally linked events related to a given attack event trace.

Index Terms—alert and event correlation, multi-step attack discovery, formal model, causal dependencies, distributed systems, forensic

I. INTRODUCTION

Competitive and complex enterprise environments are prone to industrial spying, sabotage, intrusion, and data theft. The alarming number of vulnerabilities that has been reported over the last year [2] highlights the reality of the threats of targeted attacks and their consequences relative to the financial aspects and reputation of the enterprise. To achieve their goals, it is generally necessary for attackers to perform several consecutive actions. Such attacks are known as multi-step attacks and can potentially remain undetected because each step can typically be considered normal until the ultimate intrusion objective is realized; at that point, hopefully, it can be detected. A typical attacker usually succeeds in gaining a foothold inside the target system using social engineering techniques, such as phishing email, watering hole, or Trojan software. Thereafter, he maintains his foothold through the deployment of command and control channels, explores the network, and attempts to elevate his privileges by exploiting vulnerabilities or stealing passwords. The final stage, i.e., the attack objective, often consists of sensitive data leakage or sabotage.

The current intrusion prevention techniques are not sufficient to repel targeted attacks that use authorized communication channels to reach the targeted machine. Hence, it is necessary to deploy sensors inside the supervised system to be able to thwart any action performed by the attacker. Unfortunately, logged events related to his actions are typically scattered across different machines, log files, and databases of the intrusion detection system (IDS) alerts. Moreover, the various steps of the attack can occur over a large time window. The alerts produced by any deployed IDS are symptomatic of malicious activities. However, an IDS frequently relies on the analysis of a single type of data source. A network-based IDS (NIDS) relies on network packet analysis, whereas host-based IDS (HIDS) solutions may supervise a given application (e.g., the system calls it produces) or the system’s access control policy, such as OSSEC [6]. Unfortunately, an alert rarely explains the context of the detected attack; hence, the correctness of an alert must be investigated. Indeed, even if an alert is a consequence of an attack step, it only indicates a small portion of the overall attack, which is also composed of footprints that are not sufficiently suspicious to trigger an alert and might even appear benign and legitimate in the system when initially considered. Accordingly, analysts have to verify and contextualize an alert by manual techniques to determine whether or not it is related to a step of an attack scenario; they manually attempt to correlate IDS alerts and events logged by various sensors, and contextual information.

The discovery of correlations among different sources of information is the key to identify the attack steps [46]. Automatic tools are indispensable in aiding analysts to comprehend an

1In this paper, any logged information produced by applications, sensors, and IDSs is an event. When the event is produced by an IDS, we also refer to it as an alert.
attack and ascertain its root causes and impacts by identifying all the compromised assets. Such tools would enable them to discern the attack and implement actions to avert similar scenarios in the future. Every single instance of log may contain valuable information in order to better comprehend an ongoing attack or intrusion. The typical approach to correlate events and alerts is to rely on a base of correlation rules that explicitly describe the logged events and alerts, which are parts of the consequence of attacks inside the supervised system [19], [20]. This technique has been adopted for years in security information and event management (SIEM) tools. However, the formulation of correlation rules can be considerably difficult because it necessitates precise knowledge of the supervised system (i.e., its topology and cartography) and deployed IDSs. Evidently, the aforementioned approach has reached its limits and new methods must be defined to automatically discover the relationships among the attack traces on the supervised system. An action might be observed by sensors in the supervised system. Thus, there is a cause–effect relationship between the action and its observations, i.e., the related logged events. Moreover, the order of the attack’s actions is generally meaningful. The actions are also linked and there are cause–effect relationships between them. Consequently, the logged events related to each successful attack step are also causally dependent. In this paper, a definition of the notion of causal dependency among entries in heterogeneous log files is presented. With this, the objective is to aid security analysts investigate suspicious log entries, such as an IDS alert, by computing all log entries they causally depend on and all entries that are causal consequences of identified malicious events.

Computing causal dependency among events is a difficult task and has been studied for years, especially in distributed systems [43]. To discover causal relationships among actions of distributed processes in these types of systems, several methods have been introduced. Regarding security, certain definitions have also been introduced to reflect object state causal dependencies [11]. This is well-illustrated by methods that track information flows between the subjects and objects of an operating system (OS). Indeed, if an information flow between two objects is observed, it can be defined that their states are causally linked. Recently, it has been observed that a considerable amount of work has been focused on causal dependency inference but not on explicit causal dependency computations. Such an inference is performed by attempting to identify links [26] among events, mining data to discover patterns (such as temporal invariant properties) [8], or by computing a measure of similarity among event attributes. In practice, with these types of approaches, the events are expected to be causally dependent when they are tightly linked.

The main difficulty in finding causal dependencies among heterogeneous events is that it aims to merge different points of view: an application embeds the business logic, whereas an OS only sees requests from user space applications through system calls. Additionally, network packet analysis and alert production, either from NIDS or HIDS, are difficult to recon-
Information flow tracking (IFT) techniques are also employed to compute explicit causal dependencies. Applied to the OS layer, information flows are deduced from system calls to build information flow graphs [25], [31], where nodes represent kernel objects, and directed edges represent information flow from one node to another. Because every application requires the use of system call interface to use kernel services, it is a good observation point to log the behavior of applications. It has been widely used for decades, e.g., in the work of Forrest [16]. The provenance research field [36], [17] is also closely related to causality analysis as it aims to answer the two following questions. Where does a given object come from? What are the objects that it influences? Applied to the OS, provenance can be represented as a branch of the IFT research field. Using backward and forward tracking, all these approaches make it possible to locate potential entry points and identify potential consequences of the attack. These methods can be applied using commercial off-the-shelf kernel logging frameworks, such as auditd [4] or event tracing windows [3], which allow the logging of system calls. Some works propose the alternative instrumentation of the kernel with an optimized design that includes security considerations [34], [7], [40]; other approaches couple the IFT with tag propagation policies [22] [18]. Tag propagation-based policies can be coupled to access control policies or attack detection policies; these may make it possible to achieve a finer-grained causality tracking. However, the cost of tag propagation and tracking is high because the number of tags that follows constantly increases.

To our knowledge, few approaches offer finding causality links among heterogeneous events. Because multi-step attack scenarios potentially involve several applications, machines, and network communications, we argue that different types of logs have to be taken into consideration to better comprehend an incident. In [41], the authors propose to model the discovery of multi-step attack scenarios as a community discovery problem inspired from the social network domain to infer causality among heterogeneous events. The provenance layering approach [38] provides a means to build the value causality links among some object states of a supervised system. These states could be used in our approach to compute a part and an approximation of our model. However, we advance the idea by defining the implication of the causality links among object states on the logged event causality link definition; this aspect is not provided by the provenance work.

As a conclusion, methods for discovering correlations between events and alerts generated by an attacker’s activity in several heterogeneous log remain necessary. The solution we propose is to formally define a causal dependency relationship between logged events and alerts. As described in Section IV, this model provides a unified understanding of the causality relationships that can be defined between active entities, passive entities, and logged events. Once this model is defined, it is shown in Section V that previous works can be used conjointly to provide sufficient information and build an approximation of the model. Thereafter, in Section VI, it is shown that it is possible to build an approximation of the model that does not rely on any system instrumentation; moreover, it permits the obtainment of causal dependency relationships among heterogeneous logged events using only existing and available logging facilities to record events.

III. ILLUSTRATION OF THE PROBLEMATIC AND PROPOSED MODEL

In this section, the concept of causality analysis in heterogeneous and distributed event logs via a motivating attack scenario example is introduced. In a later section, this example is used to further illustrate how each type of logged event is treated in our model.

The web server architecture is composed of two machines, which host the Apache server and a MySQL database. The administrator deploys several sensors to collect data and perform intrusion detection on the servers. Specifically, the servers are equipped with the Linux audit framework auditd [4]. The Apache and MySQL logging modules are activated for the web server and database server, respectively. Moreover, the database server is equipped with Bro NIDS [1]; auditd and netfilter [5] are particularly configured to record system calls of interest and established connections, respectively.

![Fig. 1. SQL injection attack scenario on a vulnerable web server.](image)

The attack scenario, illustrated in Fig. 1, is described as follows. After a discovery step, a malicious user performs an SQL injection via the POST parameters on an HTTP request

information on the supervised system, i.e., its topology, cartography, vulnerabilities, and deployed sensors. Using a similar database, other approaches propose to automatically generate attack graphs [23], which represent all possible attack paths in the supervised system. These graphs rely on the knowledge of the vulnerabilities from which explicit alert correlation rules that describe multi-step attack scenarios can be deduced. Nevertheless, the chance that unknown attack steps can be missed by IDSs remains. Despite this limitation, reference [28] proposes a correlation engine that is able to detect incomplete attack scenarios. Unfortunately, a majority of approaches only correlate alerts, particularly NIDS alerts. However, such events are not sufficient to conduct an attack analysis, and attackers attempt to be as stealthy as possible to avoid triggering alerts. Moreover, because of the difficulty in writing correlation rules, the development of automatic event correlation tools becomes necessary.

Information flow tracking (IFT) techniques are also employed to compute explicit causal dependencies. Applied to the OS layer, information flows are deduced from system calls to build information flow graphs [25], [31], where nodes represent kernel objects, and directed edges represent information flow from one node to another. Because every application requires the use of system call interface to use kernel services, it is a good observation point to log the behavior of applications. It has been widely used for decades, e.g., in the work of Forrest [16]. The provenance research field [36], [17] is also closely related to causality analysis as it aims to answer the two following questions. Where does a given object come from? What are the objects that it influences? Applied to the OS, provenance can be represented as a branch of the IFT research field. Using backward and forward tracking, all these approaches make it possible to locate potential entry points and identify potential consequences of the attack. These methods can be applied using commercial off-the-shelf kernel logging frameworks, such as auditd [4] or event tracing windows [3], which allow the logging of system calls. Some works propose the alternative instrumentation of the kernel with an optimized design that includes security considerations [34], [7], [40]; other approaches couple the IFT with tag propagation policies [22] [18]. Tag propagation-based policies can be coupled to access control policies or attack detection policies; these may make it possible to achieve a finer-grained causality tracking. However, the cost of tag propagation and tracking is high because the number of tags that follows constantly increases.
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The attack scenario, illustrated in Fig. 1, is described as follows. After a discovery step, a malicious user performs an SQL injection via the POST parameters on an HTTP request
in order to obtain the database table scheme. The analyst is alerted by a Bro alert, which describes an SQL injection attempt. Because this behavior is considerably suspicious, the analyst decides to investigate the alert.

Because the SQL query is initiated by the web server, the analyst immediately checks the events logged by the Apache server. However, because the Apache web server is not configured to record POST parameters, the analyst is unable to identify the web request related to the SQL query; hence, he cannot determine the requests issued by the attacker. Finding no other clues in the Apache logs, he decides to perform an analysis of the recorded system call logs produced by auditd in both machines by manually backtracking the sequence of system calls that led to the SQL query observed over the network. With such an analysis, he eventually retrieves the socket from which the SQL query originated. The information contained in this network entry point allows the analyst to identify the attacker’s IP address. Finally, the investigation of the Apache and system call logs reveals the rest of the traces related to the attacker’s IP. This simple example illustrates the fact that the attacker’s footprints are scattered across different types and formats of event logs. Evidently, the network, applications, and system events emanating from different machines must be investigated to understand the full picture of the attack.

The notion of causal dependency is not new; it has been the subject of numerous works [43] particularly in the field of distributed computations. However, these works focus on the dependence of distributed application process actions2, i.e., actions deduced from application logs and message exchanges among them. These dependence computations frequently rely on logical clocks [15], [35]. Consequently, the relationship captured among different actions is one that is temporal (e.g., the happened-before relationship defined by Lamport [27]). However, in the security field, certain extended relationships have been defined according to the fact that information flows exist among system entities; thus, their states are interdependent. This is particularly the case of the dependency relationship defined by d’Ausbourg [11]. In the two following subsections, our attempt to emphasize the particularities of these two types of models is presented. Thereafter, the merging of these two approaches in order to exploit them and define a new causality dependency notion, called contextual action causal dependency relationship, is explained.

A. Defining Causal Dependency among Contextual Actions

1) Lamport’s Happened-Before Relationship among Events: In [27], Lamport emphasizes that it is impossible to capture a total ordering of actions in a distributed computation. Indeed, most actions that arise in distributed systems cannot be ordered because we cannot rely on a global clock. In practice, the relationship defined by Lamport, called happened-before, is a partial order relationship on the set of

   2An action is different from a logged event. An action can occur without being logged.
actions that are performed by concurrently executed processes. More precisely, a distributed computation is considered as a collection of processes that can communicate through message exchanges. Each process produces a sequence of totally ordered events that are process actions, such as function calls and sending–receiving messages.

The happened-before relationship, denoted by “≺” on the set of actions of a distributed computation, is a partial ordering relationship defined as follows. Given two logged application actions, \(a\) and \(b\), \(a \prec b\) is true

1) if \(a\) and \(b\) are actions produced by the same process, and \(a\) comes before \(b\);

2) or if \(a\) is the sending of a message \(m\) by a process, and \(b\) is the receipt of the same message by another process;

3) or if \(\exists c / a \prec c\) and \(c \prec b\).

Two distinct actions, \(a\) and \(b\), are regarded as concurrent (denoted \(a\|b\)) if \(a \not\prec b\) and \(b \not\prec a\). The advantage of the happened-before relationship is that it does not rely on a global clock to order the actions; this is particularly important in the context of distributed systems where having local clocks synchronized is particularly difficult.

In his paper, Lamport states that \(a \prec b\) means that it is possible that action \(a\) causally affects action \(b\); evidentiy, this is not always true. In practice, given an action \(b\) for all actions \(a\) so that \(a \prec b\), it is typically assumed that \(b\) is causally dependent on \(a\); this is an over-approximation of the set of actions that actually causally influence \(b\). This is because Lamport’s relationship is one that is temporal and does not take into consideration the context value dependency in which the actions are produced. Moreover, in this model, only application level actions that are produced by concurrent processes are covered. Consequently, not all system-level actions or network actions can be taken into account by the model; thus, causal dependencies among heterogeneous event logs cannot be explicitly computed.

2) D’Ausbourg’s Causal Dependency Relationship among Object States: In [11], d’Ausbourg describes the relationship of causal dependency, denoted by “⇒,” among the states of the system. A state \((o, t)\) is the value of an object \(o\) at a given time \(t\). Formally, by stating that the state \((o, t')\) causally depends on the state \((o, t), i.e., (o, t) ⇒ (o, t')\), means that the value of \(o\) at time \(t\), denoted \((o, t)\), is used to generate the value of \(o\) at time \(t'\), denoted \((o, t')\). Actions performed on the system can imply the evolution of a state, producing a new state that is considered as causally dependent on the previous state of the same object. In fact, states are causally dependent if and only if an information flow occurs among these states. The concept of an object is considerably flexible; it can be a variable in a program execution or a system process, file, socket, etc.

As opposed to Lamport’s model, the claim that all actions of a process are causally dependent across time is false in the d’Ausbourg’s model. The following is an illustrative example. Consider a variable \(a\) as an object. The code “\(\text{action}_1,1\ a := 1; \text{action}_2,2\ a := a + 1; \text{action}_3,3\ a := 0\)” yields three states of \(a\), with \((a,1) = 1, (a,2) = 2,\) and \((a,3) = 0\), respectively. As a result, \((a,1) \rightarrow (a,2),\) and \((a,2) \not\rightarrow (a,3)\) because the value of \(a\) at line 3 is independent of the value of \(a\) at line 2. In the Lamport model, we would state that \(\text{action}_1 \prec \text{action}_2\) and \(\text{action}_2 \prec \text{action}_3\), which involve the causal dependency between \(\text{action}_2\) and \(\text{action}_3\), simply because these actions are consecutive. This is of course meaningless if the context values (in this case, the value of variable \(a\)) of different actions are to be taken into consideration.

The d’Ausbourg causal dependency relationship is applied to object states and not on events produced by applications, systems, network captures, etc. Thus, it is extremely difficult to use this model because the states are not easily captured by applications or system executions, where only logged events are the actions and information captured by supervision mechanisms. Accordingly, we must define a model that takes into account both the action causal dependencies in time (similar to Lamport’s model) and the contextual states in which these actions are produced (similar to d’Ausbourg’s model). The purpose of the contextual action causal dependency model that is presented in this section is to capture the advantages of both Lamport and d’Ausbourg models. To this end, we have to consider not only the actions performed by processes, but also the context of the process at the moment the action is executed. This leads to the definition of what we refer to as a contextual action.

3) Contextual Action Definition: A contextual action is composed of (1) the action performed by an object, and (2) the value of the context of the object at the time at which the action is performed. In order to resolve the problem of dependency among heterogeneous objects, the objects between active objects (processes or network that produce actions) and passive objects (information containers, such as files, sockets, memory, and pipes that do not produce any action) must be distinguished. An active object is supposed to produce actions that can be linked to a context of the object. For a passive object, only its context can be observed and no action is produced. In order to have a unique notation for both types of objects, an action \(a\) is that performed by a process if the object is active and \(\emptyset\) if an object is passive (i.e., no action is produced by a passive object). Note that if we consider the state of an active object at a given time without running an action, \(\emptyset\) is the precise notation used to indicate that no action is performed in this context. The set of actions produced by an active or passive object, \(o\), is defined as the set \(\text{ObjectActions}(o)\).

Definition 1: \(\text{ObjectActions}(o) = \{a_i\} \cup \{\emptyset\} \) with \(a_i\) are the actions that can be performed by the object, \(o\), and the absence of action, \(\emptyset\).

As an example, a process \(p\) has to call a function in a library to invoke a system call to request a kernel service. We then consider that all library function invocations are actions of \(\text{ObjectActions}(p)\). We now formally introduce the concept of contextual action:

Definition 2: A contextual action is a couple \((a, (o, t))\) where \(a \in \text{ObjectActions}(o)\), and \((o, t)\) is the state of object \(o\) at time \(t\).

Lamport supposes that for two actions, \(a\) and \(b\) are produced
by a given process such that \( a \prec b \), \( b \) is causally dependent on \( a \). As previously noted, it is desired to realize a more precise model that can define that at a given moment, the causality relationship between \( a \) and \( b \) inside a given object evolution can be broken if the state of the object is independent from its previous state. In practice, numerous server processes keep no memory in their sequenced request executions. For instance, a network file server process can access any file without the knowledge of the previous access. This means that a given process execution can be divided into temporal intervals, where executions are partially or completely “independent” from each other. In our model, such an interval in the execution of a process is called a session. The concept of session is not new. In particular, in [29], actions that delimit sessions inside long-running processes have been thoroughly studied to reduce the number of false causal dependencies among actions. The definition of the notion of session is as follows.

**Definition 3:** Given an object \( o \), a session \( Session_n(o) \) is a sequence of contextual actions \( (a_i, (o, t_i)) \), where \( a_i \in ObjectActions(o) \) and \( Session_n(o) = \{(a_i, (o, t_i)) / (o, t_i) \rightarrow (o, t_i+1) \} \). The session is started when the state of the object is independent from its previous state.

Fig. 3. Sequence of contextual actions and sessions.

An execution of an object \( o \) is the union of all \( Session_n(o) \), as shown in Fig. 3. The figure also illustrates how different sessions of an object are built on its timeline. In this example, the actions, \( a_4 \) and \( a_7 \), start new sessions. Thus, \( (o, t_4) \) and \( (o, t_7) \) are independent of their temporally previous states. In practice, such actions can be identified with expert knowledge or the use of underlying mechanisms of applications. The concept of sessions applies to any object type, e.g., a file that is emptied or an Apache process that has no memory between two execution requests. An action that starts a new session can actually be performed by an application or the OS. This can be illustrated for passive objects with a shared memory that can be cleared by the system or another process and whose state becomes independent from its previous states.

4) **Definition of Contextual Action Causal Dependency Relationship:** The concept of contextual action takes into consideration the actions performed by the objects and their states involved in these actions. It allows us to exploit both models and define a more precise dependency relationship among heterogeneous actions. This new dependency relationship is called contextual action causal dependency, denoted “\( \rightarrow \)”, and is defined on the set of all contextual actions produced by all objects in the system.

Fig. 4. Contextual action causal dependency in different sessions.

**Definition 4:** Given two contextual actions, \( (a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \) and \( (a_2, (o_2, t_2)) \), the latter being causally dependent on the former, written as \( (a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \rightarrow (a_2, (o_2, t_2)) \), is true

1) if \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are the same object \( o, \exists n \) so that \( (a_1, (o, t_1)) \in Session_n(o) \), \( (a_2, (o, t_2)) \in Session_n(o) \), and \( t_1 < t_2 \);

2) or if \( a_1 \neq a_2 \), \( (a_1, (o, t_1)) \rightarrow (a_2, (o_2, t_2)) \), i.e., they are causally dependent in the sense of d’Aubourg, indicating that there is an information flow from the state \( (o_1, t_1) \) to the state \( (o_2, t_2) \);

3) or if \( a_1 \neq a_2 \), action \( a_1 \) corresponds to the sending of a message, \( m \), and the action \( a_2 \) corresponds to the reception of \( m \), implying that \( a_1 \prec a_2 \) using case (2) of Lamport’s happened-before relationship;

4) or \( \exists (c, (o, t)) \) so that \( (a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \rightarrow (c, (o, t)) \) and \( (c, (o, t)) \rightarrow (a_2, (o_2, t_2)) \).

In practice, for a given object \( o \), two contextual actions, \( (a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \) and \( (a_2, (o_2, t_2)) \), are causally dependent if their states are causally dependent in the sense of d’Aubourg causality definition, i.e., if \( (o_1, t_1) \rightarrow (o_2, t_2) \). This implies that if \( (a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \) and \( (a_2, (o_2, t_2)) \) are part of the same session, then they are causally dependent. However, if \( (a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \) and \( (a_2, (o_2, t_2)) \) are not in the same session, then they can either be causally dependent or independent. This is clearly different from the Lamport causality definition, where all actions performed by object \( o \) are considered as causally dependent even if they belong to different sessions.

Figure 4 illustrates the use of our model. Given two objects, \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \), we have the following relationships among the different contextual actions: \( (a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \rightarrow (a_2, (o_2, t_2)) \rightarrow (a_3, (o_2, t_3)) \rightarrow (a_4, (o_1, t_4)) \rightarrow (a_5, (o_1, t_5)) \rightarrow (a_6, (o_1, t_6)) \rightarrow (a_4, (o_1, t_4)) \). Because the relationship “\( \rightarrow \)” is transitive, we have \( (a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \rightarrow (a_4, (o_1, t_4)) \) even if these two contextual actions belong to two different sessions. Moreover, as action \( a_6 \) starts a new session, it is implied that \( (a_5, (o_1, t_5)) \rightarrow (a_6, (o_1, t_6)) \). Note that objects \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \) have their own clocks, i.e., \( t_{o_1} \) and \( t_{o_2} \), respectively; they are not necessary to synchronize our model.

B. From Contextual Actions to Contextual Events and Times-stamped Logged Events

The previous subsection describes the notions of contextual actions and the causal dependencies among them. In practice, the actions can be recorded or unrecorded as logged events produced either by an application or a sensor (e.g., at the OS.
level or network level). The objective of our model is to define a causal relationship among these events.

1) Contextual Event Definition: As in [14], an event is defined as “an identifiable action that happens on a device and is recorded in a log entry.” Note that an action might not be recorded in a log entry (e.g., it is not observed by any sensor); consequently, an action can be missed by an analyst. Several sensors can be deployed in a supervised system; thus, an action might be observed by different sensors and be recorded as several log entries in heterogeneous logs.

Given the set of the system’s logged events, denoted \( \mathcal{E} \), each logged event is produced at a given time (e.g., its timestamp) by observing a given contextual action performed by an object. This leads to the definition of a contextual event.

Definition 5: A contextual event is a triplet \((e, o, t_e)\), where \(e \in \mathcal{E}\); \(o\) represents the observed object, and \(t_e\) is the timestamp of event \(e\).

According to definition 2, action \(a\) of a given contextual action, \((a, (o, t_a))\), might represent a real action or the lack of action; hence, \(o\) might not be observable. We thus extend the previous definition by introducing the contextual event, \((\emptyset, o, t_a)\), corresponding to the lack of observation of \(a\) at time \(t_a\).

We can now introduce a function, \(\text{Obs}\), which maps a contextual action into a set of contextual events corresponding to the observations of this single contextual action. The function \(\text{Obs}\) can be defined as follows.

Definition 6: Given an action \(a \in \text{ObjectActions}(o)\) occurring at time \(t_a\), the observation of a contextual action is \(\text{Obs}\{(a, (o, t_a))\} = \{(e, o, t_e)\} \cup \{\emptyset, o, t_a\}\), where \(e \in \mathcal{E}\) and is an observation of \(a\); \((\emptyset, o, t_a)\) corresponds to the lack of an observation of \(a\) and thus to the lack of an event.

It must be noted that in definition 6, the timestamp of event \(t_e\) might be different from time \(t_a\) at which the related action is actually executed. We have no clue whether \(t_a < t_e\) or not because the action can be recorded before it occurs, during, or after its execution. Moreover, the type of an action and its observations are the same as that of the observed object (i.e., for active objects, process or network type).

2) Definition of the Contextual Event Causal Dependency Relationship: Recall that the goal of this model is to define the causal dependency relationship among events. To accomplish this, it is first necessary to define the contextual event causal dependency relationship, denoted as “\(\leadsto\)”.

Definition 7: Given two contextual events \((e_1, o_1, t_{e_1})\) and \((e_2, o_2, t_{e_2})\), the latter is causally dependent on the former, written as \((e_1, o_1, t_{e_1}) \leadsto (e_2, o_2, t_{e_2})\), if and only if there exist two contextual actions, \((a_1, (o_1, t_1))\) and \((a_2, (o_2, t_2))\), such that \((a_1, (o_1, t_1)) \Rightarrow (a_2, (o_2, t_2))\) and \((e_1, o_1, t_{e_1}) \in \text{Obs}\{(a_1, (o_1, t_1))\}\) and \((e_2, o_2, t_{e_2}) \in \text{Obs}\{(a_2, (o_2, t_2))\}\).

3) Definition of Event Causal Dependency: At this point, the core result of this model is obtained, i.e., the definition of what we call the event causal dependency relationship, denoted “\(\triangleright\)”.

Definition 8: Given two events, \(e_1\) and \(e_2\), the latter is causally dependent on the former, written as \(e_1 \triangleright e_2\), if and only if \((e_1, o_1, t_{e_1}) \rightarrow (e_2, o_2, t_{e_2})\), where \(o_1\) and \(o_2\) are the observed objects, and \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) are the timestamps of events, respectively.

The relationships “\(\leadsto\)”,” “\(\triangleright\)” and “\(\triangleright\)” define partial orders on the set of contextual actions, the set of contextual events, and the set of events, respectively.

C. Cause and Dependence Graphs for Events

The relationships defined in this section are transitive. This property allows us to build the cause graph and dependence graph of a given event, \(e\), of interest. The cause and dependence graphs represent all events that contribute to and depend on a given event, respectively.

Definition 9: The cause graph is defined as \(\text{cause}(e) = \{e' / e' \triangleright e\}\)

Definition 10: The dependence graph is defined as \(\text{dep}(e) = \{e' / e \triangleright e'\}\)

Figure 5 illustrates the cause and dependence graphs of a given event of interest, i.e., an alert recorded by an IDS.

The following sections present how the contextual event causal dependency model can be computed based on logged events.

V. Model Implementation

In this section, we present how existing work permits the computation of the parts of our contextual event causal dependency model. The computation of causal dependencies among events has been especially studied in the operating system research field and distributed system field. All these methods and implementations allow the observation and recording of a subset of actions performed by active objects in the supervised system. Each implementation permits observations at a given level of the system and thus provides partial information of what really transpires in the system. For example, a system call is recorded at a time that is different from the library call occurrence time in the application. Accordingly, it is important to note that the existing work only enables an approximation of the correct model. However, the most advanced implementation of our model would involve merging all technologies that are described in the following subsections.

A. Computing an Approximation of Causal Dependencies among Actions using Information Flow Monitoring

Numerous existing works propose the observation and recording of information flows performed by kernel level
objects. Usually, in all these works, an active object can be a process, a thread, or an execution unit as that in [29]; moreover, a passive object might be a file, socket, pipe, memory, or finer-grained data unit as that in [30]. An event is logged each time an information flow is observed between two object states; however, the object states are not known. Thus, all these information flow monitoring implementations permit the approximation of the contextual action causal dependency model.

1) Information Flow Monitoring inside Kernel Space: Although information flows can be deduced from system call monitoring [17], [31], considerable work has been performed to instrument the Linux kernel by leveraging the Linux Security Module framework and netfilter modules to enable a finer-grained observation of information flows produced by system call invocations [39], [42], [40]. In particular, RiBlare [18] proposes a solution to handle information flow monitoring evasions that leverage race conditions among system calls. In [7], the authors propose the insertion of new dedicated hooks to record information flows into the provenance model.

Some implementations [21], [42], [7], [40] also consider message-passing among the different nodes of the supervised system using the IP option field of packets to transmit additional information, such as the identifier of the sender. Hence, the packet-related part of these methods permits the capture of an approximation of our model using case (3) (cf. definition 4) at the OS level, i.e., inside the netfilter module of the kernel.

2) Application Behavior Analysis—Enabling Finer-Grained Causal Dependency Computation: Different from the kernel abstraction level, memory I/O operations can be observed at the application level. Application instrumentation methodologies at the source code level or binary level can be leveraged to enable the observation of more actions. An example to achieve this is the libc instrumented with hooks to enable the recording of more actions (e.g., the action of writing to a memory cell) [29], [24]. Consequently, this approach is able to compute more precisely the contextual action causal dependencies in the application. Moreover, program behavior analysis techniques can be leveraged to discover the notion of sessions as defined in our model. In [29], [34], binaries are instrumented to make them invoke specially crafted system calls that delimit execution units, which can be considered as sessions, of long-running processes. The insight is that these applications mainly rely on the external event loop processing paradigm, and each iteration of the loop is causally independent of the previous and subsequent iterations. A training phase is then conducted using dynamic analysis to determine inter-unit dependencies through memory accesses. The notion of data units has also been proposed in [30], [47] to enable finer-grained dependency observation pertaining to passive object states. However, data unit discovery requires the instrumentation of the application’s source code.

Unfortunately, these works are constrained by the fact that execution and data units are extremely low-level to be practical and do not perform high-level tasks well. With the insight that these tasks are typically represented by data structures in the source code, the MPI [33] proposes a framework to annotate the source code and perform program analysis to identify execution partitioning, i.e., sessions.

As instrumentation is not always possible or desirable, and it is frequently difficult to maintain; other techniques [26], [32] infer program behavior by dynamically identifying implicit sessions and their related system calls.

B. Object State Snapshots

The existing work presented in the previous subsection only records events by observing active object actions. They do not provide a means to record object states at any given time and only focus on information flow monitoring (e.g., this is attributable to the known semantics of system calls). Hence, only the contextual event causal dependency part of our model can be computed. To completely compute our model, from contextual action causal dependency to contextual event causal dependency, the supervision system has to be able to capture objects states at any moment during the observed system execution. Such memory captures are performed in debugging and replaying tools, where an action can be stopped and its context captured, i.e., the value of the object state. Such memory capture mechanisms can be embedded in processors, virtual machine hypervisors, or emulators, such as QEMU, as that in [9]. In [12], the authors define a state-aware system as an eidetic system. As opposed to the whole system, their implementation is embedded in the Linux kernel and allows the recording of process states and their evolution in order to replay subsets of processes. These principles can also apply at the application level. In [45], the authors instrument the Chrome web browser to enable the logging and replay of the user action contexts, i.e., the document object model that contains web page objects and Javascript source code. By enabling the finer-grained logging of action contexts, these methodologies also allow the approximation of the contextual action causal dependency model.

C. Message Passing Systems

Every work in this distributed system research field implements various means to deduce causal dependencies among distributed process actions. One of the first approaches to obtain partial ordering of actions in distributed systems was introduced by [15]. Numerous articles have been published to propose various means of capturing temporal causal dependencies [35], [43]. Evidently, any of these technical solutions is relevant for computing contextual action dependencies of different processes.

D. Implementation Conclusion

We can thus leverage previous work to obtain an approximation of our model that could ultimately lead to the computation of causal dependencies among logged events. As far as we know, no system provides the sum of all notions required by our model. The purpose of the next section is to propose another type of model approximation without any instrumentation or OS modification, message passing technology, or
VI. APPROXIMATION OF CONTEXTUAL ACTION CAUSAL DEPENDENCY MODEL.—A LIGHTWEIGHT APPROACH

In this section, an implementation of our contextual event causal dependency model using only existing logging facilities to record events is proposed: thus, our implementation does not rely on any instrumentation of the supervised system. Herein, it is shown that the use of existing logs generated by various sensors, such as auditd, netfilter, application logging systems, and Bro NIDS, already yield a good approximation of the model.

We describe how each type of log is treated depending on its data source to deduce causality relationships among heterogeneous logged events. Section VI-B describes how contextual events issued from the analysis of application-related sources are deduced, i.e., from application logs and application level HIDS alerts. Section VI-C is related to the analysis of system call logs and HIDS alerts. Finally, Section VI-D is related to the events deduced from network traces or NIDS alerts.

A. From Contextual Events to Contextual Actions

In Section IV, three different notions are introduced: contextual actions, contextual events, and events. These objects are assembled in a top-down approach, from the top layer of contextual actions to the bottom layer of events. In order to produce such an approach, inspection mechanisms must be implemented (Section V). Actually, the lightweight implementation that is proposed in this section involves taking the perspective of an analyst who only has events and alerts. This approach does not permit the generation of real contextual actions from the system observation (e.g., there is no system implementation that enables the observation of object states and computation of causal dependencies among them). Thus, the approach we propose involves building layers from events to contextual actions in a bottom-up manner. As stated in Section IV, it is known that two contextual events are causally dependent if and only if two corresponding contextual actions are causally dependent as well. We virtually produce (1) approximations of contextual events from heterogeneous logged events and (2) an approximation of contextual actions from contextual events. For each contextual event, there exists a single contextual action (the event is produced by observing this action). A contextual action is surmised from a set of events that are the results of observations of several sensors of this single action. This contextual action is an approximation of the real action: (1) the time at which it occurs is supposed to be in the time interval of the timestamps of contextual events, and (2) the action is the set of events that is produced by the observation of the action of several sensors. To build this set, it is necessary to preprocess contextual events in order to aggregate them into a single set. Aggregation is a common part of a correlation process; it consists of merging several events or alerts into a single meta-alert [46].

B. Application Data Source

1) Contextual Events from Application Level Logged Events: A process, $p$, running an application produces a sequence of contextual application events, $\{(e_{\text{App}}^{\text{Req}}, p, t_{\text{Req}})\}$, where the event $e_{\text{App}}^{\text{Req}}$ describes an action executed by the observed process, $p$, at time $t_{\text{Req}}$. Note that the observed object has to be identified to enable the computation of our model. For instance, these information can be retrieved from the event semantics or from an external knowledge base. Depending on the deployed supervision system, these contextual events can be analyzed by an application level HIDS to detect suspicious program behavior, e.g., an abnormal sequence of events. The HIDS analysis is performed in the context of the supervised application; any alert raised can be defined as part of the application context. An application level alert is then recorded as an application contextual event $e_{\text{App}}^{\text{Alert}}, p, t_{\text{Alert}}$ with $e_{\text{Alert}} \in \text{Obs}\{e_{\text{Req}}, (p, t_{\text{Req}})\}$; $(e_{\text{Alert}}, (p, t_{\text{Alert}}))$ is the approximation of the contextual action that triggered the alert.

Example 1: $e_{\text{Req}}^{\text{App}} = \{(4/04/Nov/2018:21:50:54 +0000) 1566 10.0.2.15 80 10.0.2.2 56582 "POST /bW APP/sqli 1st 6.php" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:61.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/61.0"

Let the processing of application events in our attack scenario example be illustrated using the Apache application events. The application event, $e_{\text{Req}}^{\text{App}}$, illustrated with Example 1, corresponds to the Apache log entry that records the fact that the request has been treated. The second attribute, i.e., 1566, represents the process identifier (PID) of the process that treated the request. This information allows us to identify precisely the process that recorded the logged event. Thus, a contextual event can be computed by identifying the corresponding Apache active object using the PID information and place it on its timeline using the timestamp, $t_{\text{Req}}^{\text{App}}$. Note that this unique application event is actually a fusion of two events: the POST request and its result; however, we only have one timestamp for the two. Thus, an approximation that the two events happened at the same time (i.e., the timestamp) is necessary. Moreover, these two events could also be considered as the reception of a message: the POST request and sending of request result.

\[
(e_{\text{Req}}^{\text{App}}, p, t_{\text{Req}}^{\text{App}}) \rightarrow (e_{\text{Resp}}^{\text{App}}, p, t_{\text{Resp}}^{\text{App}})
\]

Fig. 6. Apache application contextual event computed from access.log.

2) Sessions in Application Contextual Events: Figure 6 shows the placement of the contextual application event on the Apache object timeline. Considering that Apache is a web server with no memory, each request processing is independent of the others. In other words, each request would be executed...
in an independent session, as defined in Section IV-A3. Thus, a session can be deduced for each contextual event corresponding to a request. Note that the Apache application could be further instrumented for the accurate determination of sessions at the application level. With two logged events shown in the example, three sessions are illustrated. How to identify the sessions more precisely using system calls is illustrated in Subsection VI-C.

3) Message Exchanges in Application Contextual Events:
In our attack scenario example, messages are exchanged among different processes at different nodes; for instance, the Apache and mysqlqld processes exchange messages. With further instrumentation of the applications, these messages could be recorded in the application level logged events. Figure 7 illustrates the use of application level contextual events (when they are available) to compute causal dependencies between the two process active objects. Note that the clocks of the two processes, $t_p$ and $t_{p2}$, are not necessarily synchronized. Process $p_1$ records in its log a contextual event, $(e_{sendMsg(p_2,m)}, t_1, s_1)$, indicating that it sends a message $m$ to $p_2$ at time $t_1$ with the sendMsg function. Process $p_2$ records $(e_{recvMsg(p_1,m)}, t_2, t')$, which indicates that it receives message $m$ at time $t_2$ with the recvMsg function. The foregoing implies that both contextual events are causally dependent: $(e_{sendMsg(p_2,m)}, t_1, s_1) \rightarrow (e_{recvMsg(p_1,m)}, t_2, t')$.

Accordingly, we also have $(e_{sendMsg(p_2,m), t_1, s_1}) \rightarrow (e_{recvMsg(p_1,m), t_2, t'})$. If it is supposed that all contextual events of an object are part of the same session, then we can deduce the following as partial ordering of events using the event causality relationship: 

$e_1^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_2^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_3^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_4^{App}$,

$e_1^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_2^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_3^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_4^{App}$,

$e_1^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_2^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_3^{App} \triangleright_{Sys} e_4^{App}$.

In practice, if the processes are communicating on a single node, then we would be able to build this causal dependency using the OS level system call traces. However, if the two processes are communicating through the network via message exchanges, causality relationships can be deduced from their application level logs.

C. System Call Data Source

1) Contextual Events from System Call Level Logged Events: System call invocations can be recorded inside the kernel or by a dedicated module in the kernel space that uses hooks to intercept system calls and produce a trace for each process. To avoid the instrumentation of the kernel, an already existing tool, auditd, is utilized to record system call events. In this trace, contextual events are recorded in the form $(e_{Sys}, p, t)$; this means that each recorded event indicates which system call is invoked by process $p$ at a given timestamp. The event $e_{Sys}$ is a system call that is executed in the context of process $p$ at time $t$. Note that this time is defined as the timestamp of the contextual event, which is an approximation, as previously detailed. In that sense, the event $e_{Sys}$ is not produced by process $p$ but is part of the set of contextual events of $p$, i.e., the system call is executed in the context of the process state.

```
Example 2: e_{accprt}=m

type=SYSCALL msys=audit(1541366508.539-47875): arch=0000003e syscall=288
success=yes exit=10 a0=51000000 a1=76ffe59a1100 a2=76ffe59a10e0 a3=80000 items=0
ppid=1106 pid=1566 s=2494967295 u=33 g=33 e=33 s=33 f=33 x=4424967295 comms="/apache2 exe="/usr/sbin/apache2 key=(null)
```

Among the invoked system calls, some produce information flows (e.g., read(), write(), send(), and recv()) and others do not (e.g., wait(), mprotect(), and futex()). Each time an information flow is produced, two objects are involved: an active object (e.g., a process or the network) and a passive object (e.g., shared memory, sockets, files, and pipes). Recall that only active objects can produce events; accordingly, the information flow implies a causal dependency between two contextual events: (1) if the information flows from process $p$ to the passive object, $o$, (e.g., system calls from the write() family), then $(e_{Sys}, p, t) \rightarrow (e_{Sys}, o, t)$; (2) if the information flows from the passive object, $o$, to process $p$ (e.g., system calls from the read() family), then $(e_{Sys}, o, t) \rightarrow (e_{Sys}, p, t)$; (3) if the information flows from a parent process, $P_{parent}$, to a child process, $P_{child}$ (e.g., system calls from the fork() family), then $(e_{Sys}, P_{parent}, t) \rightarrow (e_{Sys}, P_{child}, t)$.

Processes communicate using the interprocess communication (IPC) mechanism, which always involves passive objects, such as pipes, sockets, message queues, or shared memory. The access to these passive objects may or may not involve system calls (e.g., shared memory and memory mapped files). In the latter case, communications cannot be intercepted by the kernel because they are produced at the hardware level. Consequently, the log files available in the system do not exhibit all information flows. Thus, we can only compute a part of the causal dependencies among contextual events. Example 2 illustrates an accept() system call that produces two contextual events: one for the Apache process and another for the created socket.

Following the illustration of application event processing in our attack scenario example, we now illustrate system call event processing. As can be observed in Fig. 8, system call contextual events are not sufficient to link the Apache and MySQL hosts. For the purpose of making them readable, the
contextual events are not written in figures, but are replaced by their corresponding logged events. In Fig. 8, it can be seen that system call events already allow the linking of several objects that are involved in the attack scenario. A system call event contains the required information to causally link active objects, i.e., a process identified by its PID and a passive object. Because system call events are produced on a single node, they can be temporally ordered and easily placed on the timelines of their related objects. Note that the Apache and MySQL host clocks might not be synchronized. Thus, the system call contextual events from the two nodes cannot be totally ordered; moreover, at this point, they cannot be partially ordered.

Similar to the application level HIDS, a system call level HIDS analysis is also performed in the context of a process, and any alert raised is also considered to be part of the application context. Accordingly, a system call level alert is recorded as a contextual event, \( (e_{\text{alert}}, p, t_{\text{alert}}) \), where the alert \( e_{\text{alert}} \) is raised in the context of \( p \) at time \( t_{\text{alert}} \) with \( e_{\text{alert}} \in \text{Obs}(a, (p, t)) \) and \( (a, (p, t)) \) being the contextual action that triggered the alert. Because auditd can be configured to observe directories or files of interest using dedicated rules, it can also be used as a HIDS. Such an alert contains the same information as a classic system call event and can also be easily placed on the timeline of the related object.

2) Sessions in System Call Contextual Events: As mentioned in the application data source subsection, system calls can be used to determine sessions. In the case of Apache, it is known that request handling delimits sessions. At the kernel level, a request is read from the network that used the accept() system call. Thus, it is considered that accept() system calls start new sessions for the apache process.

D. Network Data Source

1) Contextual Events from Network Level Logged Events: Network events\(^3\), specifically packet flows, can be recorded by network sniffing tools. Even though communications over the network are produced by processes, network traces do not have any information concerning the processes and cannot be directly related to their contexts. Therefore, in this trace, contextual events are recorded in the form \( (e_{\text{Net}}^{\text{conn}}, t_{\text{Net}}) \), which means that a network event, \( e_{\text{Net}}^{\text{conn}} \), i.e., a raw or analyzed packet flow, related to the connection, \( \text{conn} \), is observed in the context of the network interface, \( t_{\text{Net}} \), at time \( t \).

In that sense, \( t_{\text{Net}} \) is modeled as an active object that can observe, analyze, and record packet flows. Moreover, a network active object, \( t_{\text{Net}} \), is considered as stateless; that is, considering the context of \( t_{\text{Net}} \), a contextual event is independent of other contextual events. Note that a given network interface belongs to a unique host, and a host can have multiple network interfaces. A network event, \( e_{\text{Net}}^{\text{conn}} \), observed on a given network interface, \( t_{\text{Net}} \), always involves communication between two objects, i.e., a network socket that uses \( t_{\text{Net}} \) to read from or write to the network. The network interface of the source or destination of the message is (1) \( (\emptyset, \text{socket}_{\text{src}}, t_{\text{Net}}) \to (e_{\text{Net}}^{\text{conn}}, t_{\text{Net}}, t) \) if the information flows from the passive object (the socket) to the active object (the network interface, \( t_{\text{Net}} \)), or (2) \( (e_{\text{conn}}^{\text{conn}}, t_{\text{Net}}, t) \to (\emptyset, \text{socket}_{\text{dst}}^{\text{conn}}, t_{\text{Net}}) \) if the information flows from the active object (the network interface, \( t_{\text{Net}} \)) to the passive object (the socket).

Packet flows, as previous data sources, can also be analyzed by a NIDS, such as Bro NIDS, which generates event logs from the protocol dissection. A NIDS alert is modeled as any other network event, i.e., a contextual event in the form of \( (e_{\text{conn}}^{\text{conn}}, t_{\text{Net}}, t_{\text{alert}}) \) with \( e_{\text{conn}}^{\text{conn}} \in \text{Obs}(a, (\text{conn}, (t_{\text{Net}}, t))) \); \( (a, (\text{netw}, t)) \) being the contextual action that triggered the alert. Because Bro can generate several events from the same connection, it well illustrates the fact that an action can be observed as several logged events, i.e., the set \( \text{Obs}(a, (\text{netw}, t)) \) of its related contextual action, \( (a, (\text{netw}, t)) \), can contain several contextual events: \( \text{Obs}(a, (\text{netw}, t)) = \{(e_{\text{Net}}^{\text{conn}}, t_{\text{Net}}, t_{\text{alert}})\} \). Moreover, these logged events can even be aggregated using event fusion techniques. Note that a NIDS typically observes network activities using a network tap; thus, it relies on its own network interface to observe network activities.

Example 3: \( e_{\text{Net}}^{\text{conn}} = 2018-11-04T21:50:55.001600Z \) CgGLGSp6P6ThQqD2Wg 192.168.1.2 48218 192.168.1.3 3306 tcp MySQL::Sql

SELECT * FROM movies WHERE title LIKE ‘%%’ UNION ALL SELECT

movies.db | tab_schem.db
\[ | \]

Fig. 8. System call contextual events computed from audit logs.

Fig. 9. Network contextual events computed from netfilter and Bro logs.

\(^3\)We refer to log entries deduced from network traces as network events.
traces in our motivating example. Only the internal network side, i.e., netw\text{int} \_{\text{apa}}, netw\text{int} \_{\text{bro}}, and netw\text{int} \_{\text{sql}} network interface active objects, has been shown in this example. The event, e_{\text{conn,alert}}, illustrated by Example 3, represents a Bro alert triggered by an SQL injection detection rule. It has been deduced from the network packet capture by dissecting the MySQL application protocol level; it represents the MySQL query crafted by the attacker and requested by the Apache web server.

2) Network Socket Object Identification: Because sockets are mechanisms of the IPC, they are involved in the system call layer of our model. Thus, sockets are the means to bridge contextual network events and contextual kernel events. Concerning Linux and its socket handling, only the pair \{remoteip, remote\_p\} is available in the system calls of the network family (i.e., socket(), connect(), and accept()). In our model, a socket is identified by the quadruplet \{hostip, hostp, remoteip, remote\_p\}. Thus, system calls alone are not sufficient to identify a socket object in our model. To completely identify the socket objects, we leverage netfilter, the embedded Linux firewall, to record any established connection. Netfilter filters allow us to easily link a socket to its corresponding connection by matching \{remoteip, remote\_p\} with the connection information: (1) for incoming connections, i.e., sockets created by the accept() system call family, \{remoteip, remote\_p\} = \{srcip, src\_p\}; (2) for outgoing connections, i.e., sockets created by the connect() system call family, \{remoteip, remote\_p\} = \{dstip, dst\_p\}. This matching allows the acquisition of all information necessary to describe a network socket. Note that this matching does not rely on precise timestamp matching, i.e., it is sufficient that the timestamps are close.

3) Message Exchanges in Network Contextual Events: Network contextual events can typically be considered as message exchange events among several network interfaces. By leveraging network socket object information and connection information, i.e., \{srcip, src\_p, dstip, dst\_p\}, the nature of the message can easily be identified: whether it corresponds to a sending or a reception.
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Fig. 10. Message exchange among network objects.

The example in Fig. 10 illustrates the use of network level contextual events to compute causal dependencies utilizing the message exchange part of definition 4. Note that the clocks of the three objects (t\_{\text{apa}}, t\_{\text{bro}}, and t\_{\text{sql}}) are not necessarily synchronized because they potentially belong to three different hosts. The network active object, netw\text{apa}, records in its log a contextual event, (e^{Net}_{\text{out}(conn)}, netw\text{apa}, t_{\text{apa}}), indicating that it sends data (i.e., the SQL query via the connection conn at time t_{\text{apa}}). The network active object, netw\text{sql}, records (e^{Net}_{\text{in}(conn)}, netw\text{sql}, t_{\text{sql}}); this indicates that it receives data from conn at time t_{\text{sql}}. The above implies that both contextual events are causally dependent: (e^{Net}_{\text{out}(conn)}, netw\text{apa}, t_{\text{apa}}) \rightarrow (e^{Net}_{\text{in}(conn)}, netw\text{sql}, t_{\text{sql}}). Because the Bro NIDS observes and analyzes the network using a network tap, it detects a suspicious behavior and raises an alert. This alert corresponds to the same connection, conn; hence, we also have (e^{Net}_{\text{out}(conn)}, netw\text{apa}, t_{\text{apa}}) \rightarrow (e^{Net}_{\text{in}(conn)}, netw\text{sql}, t_{\text{sql}}) and (e^{Net}_{\text{out}(conn)}, netw\text{sql}, t_{\text{sql}}) \rightarrow (e^{Net}_{\text{in}(conn)}, netw\text{sql}, t_{\text{sql}}).

E. Cause Graph Illustration

Having described the processing of each type of logged events, the heterogeneous contextual event causal dependency model can be computed as shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, with all contextual events set on their related object timelines, we can build the cause and dependency graph for alert (e_{\text{conn,alert}}, netw\text{bro, alert}). As defined in Section IV-C, these graphs contain all contextual events that contribute to or depend on the contextual event (e_{\text{conn,alert}}, netw\text{bro, alert}). Starting from the alert, these graphs are computed using the backward and forward traversal of timelines according to the "\(\rightarrow\)" relationship. Thus, objects and contextual events that do not contribute to the alert according to the "\(\rightarrow\)" relationship are not contained in the graphs.

![Cause and Dependence Graphs](image)

Fig. 11. Cause and dependence graphs of NIDS alert.

Event causal dependencies can finally be deduced using Definition 8. The result involves the event cause and dependency graphs illustrated in Fig. 11. The administrator would have all the events that causally contribute to or causally depend on the raised NIDS alert according to the causal dependency relationship that we defined. The SQL injection attack scenario on the web and database servers makes it possible to completely illustrate our causal dependency computation methodology among heterogeneous events using an intermediary model (the contextual event causal dependency model).

VII. APPROACH ASSESSMENT

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the model described above is useful to detect real attack cases. In particular, the model makes it possible to explain an attack and allows the analyst to easily understand an attacker’s activity. This section is organized as follows. Subsection VII-A discusses the services and supervision sensors that are deployed; Subsection VII-B describes the attacks that are performed; Subsection VII-D depicts the model obtained from the event logs and shows the graphs deduced from these logs.
A. Test Environment Description

In initial tests, the target machines are three single virtual machines in an OpenStack environment. As shown in Fig. 12, the network architecture is composed of a demilitarized zone (DMZ) and an internal network. Inside the internal network, an end-user machine running on the Ubuntu desktop environment with a Firefox browser is considered. The DMZ is composed of two machines: an Apache server and MySQL server. The Apache server runs a Linux OS 17.10, PHP 5.6 execution environment, and Bash 4.2; and is vulnerable to a ShellShock attack. The MySQL server runs MySQL version 14.14 with the same OS as the Apache server. For supervision, the administrator (1) deploys an auditd daemon on the web server host and MySQL host and configures netfilter to log connections; (2) deploys an auditd daemon on the end-user machine and configures netfilter to log connections; (3) deploys a network supervision machine that runs Bro NIDS. In practice, we can have several virtual machines in the two subnetworks. For the demonstration, the tests are limited to one supervision and three functional machines. Auditd is configured in a particular manner so that (a) it allows monitoring of system calls that produce information flows and (b) produces alerts on specifically known attack signatures. For instance, if a known system executable is launched, an alert is produced.

B. Attack Scenario Description

These experiments are performed using three different attacks. Two of these target the Apache server and one attacks the end-user machine. These three can be described as follows.

- **Attack 1**: The first attack against the Apache web server primarily involves the exploitation of the ShellShock bash vulnerability (also referenced as CVE-2014-6271). It consists of the execution of bash environment variables when they contain some bash codes. Apache executes a bash script via the cgi-bin interface. The attack includes forging a request that will be executed by bash and contains environment variables with the injected code;

- **Attack 2**: The second attack again targets the Apache web server; it mainly exploits the command injection vulnerability in a PHP script. The attacker gathers information pertaining to the system and copies the list of users from /etc/passwd.

- **Attack 3**: This last attack is performed against the Ubuntu end-user machine. The attacker is assumed to have previously succeeded in obtaining the target’s sudo credentials. The victim user downloads a Debian package containing a malicious payload from the Internet. This payload contains a crafted Trojan; once launched, this malware installs a reverse transmission control protocol (TCP) backdoor in interaction with the attacker’s machine via the Metasploit framework. The attacker then leverages this connection and previously obtained credentials to further compromise the machine and obtain sensitive data that are sent to a server controlled by the attacker using shell scripts.

C. Generated Logs

1) Log Description: The logs generated on the supervised system, as described in Fig. 12, are as follows. (1) On the network supervision machine, we have Bro Logs (http.log, dns.log, conn.log, and mysql.log). (2) On the Apache server machine, we obtain application level logs (access.log) generated by the Apache application. Moreover, we have the auditd log (audit.log) and netfilter log (nfconn.log). (3) On the MySQL server machine and end-user machine, we only generated the auditd log (audit.log) and the netfilter log (nfconn.log). (4) On the end-user machine, only auditd log (audit.log) is generated. Thus, four types of logs (effectively treated as heterogeneous logs) are obtained: network logs (Bro), application level logs (Apache), system call logs (auditd), and netfilter logs.

C. Generated Logs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I NUMBER OF EVENTS IN LOGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>audit.log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Logs Generated During Attacks: The three attacks are sequentially performed; they are run on a fresh configuration and generate the logs that are summarized in Table I. This experimentation does not exhibit the scalability of the approach because only the validity of the model on a small set of logged events is demonstrated. The current implementation seems to scale to a large set of events; however, the performance assessment remains as a work in progress because it relies on several technological choices (e.g., type of databases, scaling of log collectors, and optimization of requests for data).

D. Results

In order to apply our approach, we have to populate the graph database with contextual events and their links, which are deduced from the log files; these contextual events are actually nodes in the graph database. As described in our model in Definition 7, a contextual event node can have several incoming and outgoing edges. These edges indicate the \( \rightarrow \) causal dependency relationship derived from sessions, information flows, and message exchanges.
1) Contextual Event and Causal Dependency Generation: Based on the previously described logs, the model is applied to generate contextual events and their dependencies. Table II lists the number of contextual events and links produced among these nodes in the graph. The graph database contains a reasonable number of nodes and links. For instance, in Attack 1, approximately 40,000 contextual events and 50,000 links are generated among these nodes. The analysis of logs permits the presentation of approximately 10,000 objects in the distributed system (network, processes, files, sockets, pipes, and so on).

2) Dependency Graph Generation: It may be recalled that if a contextual event that is considered an IoC is given, then the purpose of our approach is to generate the graph of contextual events that are the cause or consequence of this malicious event. Thus, initially, it is necessary for the analyst to identify a malicious contextual event. To illustrate the approach and its subsequent results, this section focuses on the first attack. In practice, the approach proves to be adequate in the context of the three attacks. In Attack 1, the first step of the attacker is to determine his privilege. To obtain this information, he executes the whoami binary. The analyst recognizes that this execution is probably malicious because of an alert logged in audit.log file. Accordingly, he has to analyze the root cause of this event. The cause graph that mainly involves obtaining the graph of contextual events on which this event is causally dependent is first generated; this is shown in Fig. 13. The color representations are as follows: light green boxes are contextual events of socket objects; blue boxes are contextual events of active objects that emanate from system call events; yellow boxes are contextual events of passive objects that originate from system call events, e.g., files, pipes, or unix sockets; red boxes correspond to alerts related to contextual events.

The foregoing indicates that the attacker’s action does not depend on anything other than the HTTP request, as shown in Fig. 14. The analyst then investigates the dependence graph of the whoami HTTP request. This request is evidently found to lead to the execution of the whoami command, whose result would return to the attacker. The analyst can finally comprehend the entire scenario of the first step of the attack. It involves several events issued from heterogeneous logs: Bro log files, auditd log file, and Apache application log file. Accordingly, this provides a basis to write a correlation rule (if necessary) by linking the several events produced by the supervision system during the attack.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Section VII shows several examples in which the proposed model makes it possible to build a dependency graph based on the events related to a given IoC. Certain points pertaining to the proposed approach have to be clarified.

- The analyst begins with a given event. If this event is not a part of a real attack, then the dependence and cause graphs will not contain traces (events) of an attack. Accordingly, the analyst should begin with an abnormal event that emanates from a base of threat intelligence or an alert produced by an IDS. In this case, evidently, the probability that the graph contains all events related to an attack is higher.

- The initial impression on the proposed approach is that it seems to be closely related to forensic examination. This is evidently the case because it provides a formal framework for event investigation. However, in our work, the approach is aimed at being implemented in a SIEM framework for event investigation. However, in our work, the approach is aimed at being implemented in a SIEM framework for event investigation.
is a graph database because it is efficient in recovering graph structures (which is the case here) and is expected to scale to a large number of events.

Another problem for the analyst is explaining the attack in detail, i.e., not only with respect to what are observed, but also in terms of the attacker’s actions. It could be reasonable to explain how to deduce an attack description (e.g., an attack tree and attack graph) from an observed event graph. However, to the best of our knowledge, in practice, it is practically impossible to guess the attacker actions based on the observed events. As a result of the work of [19], it is known that attack and observation descriptions can have identical representations (here an attack tree and a correlation tree, respectively). However, even if we have the knowledge of a known vulnerability, we cannot easily and automatically deduce how this vulnerability is to be utilized. Even if the observed events can be guessed based on the attacker actions, the reverse cannot be performed automatically. Accordingly, our work intends to recover the consequences of the attacker’s actions on the observed system (i.e., the causally dependent events) rather than the attacker’s actions themselves.

IX. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study is to propose a unified understanding of the causality relationships that can be defined between active entities, passive entities, and event logs. More precisely, we aim to define the notion of causal dependency between logged events and alerts that are produced by distributed processes and are not causally linked according to the relationship defined by Lamport. Inspired by Lamport’s happened-before relationship in the distributed system research field and d’Aubourg’s causal dependency relationship among object states in the OS research field, we start by defining the concept of contextual actions and causal dependency, which links them. Thereafter, the relationships between contextual actions and logged events are gradually introduced to finally define the notion of causal dependencies among logged events.

To the best of our knowledge, no system provides the sum of all notions required to compute the contextual action causal dependency model; only parts of these notions are actually available in a single implementation. The particularity of our implementation is that it permits the use of existing logging facilities of the supervised system to approximate the contextual action causal dependency model. The attack examples demonstrate that we can retrieve heterogeneous events that contribute to or depend on an event of interest, i.e., an alert or an IoC.
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